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Cannabis culture was a thing before it was a national

brand fronted by a couple of activiststurned

entrepreneurs. It wasn't a single or unified thing, but

rather a bunch of different cultures that looked different

across generations, across provinces or regions,

between urban and rural places, and depending on who

was smoking it. What weed means to you is probably

not the same as what it means to me, or to your parents,

or to another potsmoker who you don't know.

We're not all lazy stoners, not all activists, not all

hippies or skaters or college bros. We don't all love our

relationship with marijuana but some of us do. Some

of us are involved in the industry and some of us are

just smokers. Some of us do it to manage pain, to chill

out or to cope with a fucked up world. Some of us just

do it for fun. But there are certain things that, until

recently, we all had in common. The biggest one is that

until recently we were all, to some extent, involved in

something that was illegal.



Those of us who are used to doing illegal things know

how to sneak around a bit. We know how to make a

connection without advertising. We know how to learn

about something without going to school or even to the

public library, sometimes

even without going online.

And we all know that you

can't 100% trust the police or

the government. We know

that just because something is

illegal doesn't mean it's

wrong and that just because

somebody got in trouble

doesn't mean they did

something bad. We know that

the cops are, at least

sometimes, our enemies and not our friends. We have,

at least once, seen those blue and red flashing lights

and felt anxiety, hatred or fear rather than relief and

safety. This makes even those of us who are otherwise

pretty well off in society different from other white,



middleclass folks, many of whom naively assume that

the government has our best interests at heart and that

the cops are there to keep us all safer.

As an anarchist, I think these are useful things to know

and feel because I think that the government is unjust

and not to be trusted. I don't want people getting

caught or going to jail, but I do want less people to feel

good when they see a cop on the corner. I want people

to at least on some level understand that police and

laws are not inherently good things. For that reason, as

well as for a multitude of personal reasons, I have

always felt a certain sense of

affinity and love for stoners. I

don't think that weed is always

good for all people and I have

met a lot of smokers who were

assholes, but anybody who has

ever made a drug deal knows on

some level not to trust the police,

and that's a good thing.



Now they're going to legalize the plant and the product,

and all of this is about to change. Most of the stoners I

know think that this is a good thing, and I understand

why. Nobody wants to go to jail or deal with months or

years of court and lawyer bullshit just because they

wanted to get high or make a few dollars. Getting

arrested and going to jail are terrible things – they can

ruin lives, tear people away from their family and

friends, cost a lot of time and money and really fuck

people over.

And yet, I think legalization is

going to ruin weed. Stoner culture

is illegal culture, and you really

can't separate the two. There's a

reason I tend to get along better

with potsmokers – it's because they tend to be a fairly

skeptical bunch with a libertarian streak and a general

distrust for authority. People who drink alcohol also

like to get 'high' in a sense, but they don't share those



traits. That is largely because alcohol is not illegal,

subcultural or underground. It's just normal. If weed

becomes normal it will be less cool, less edgy, less

inclined to attract people who are looking for

something a little different in this world. And that's a

bad thing for anybody who prefers a dirty living room

full of chilledout high people with a distaste for the

man to a slick, hopping night club on a Saturday night.

“IN HOLLAND, THE COFFEE-SHOP CULTURE IS DEAD. IT'S OVER

AND OUT. THAT CULTURE IS GONE. IT'S LIKE BOOZE NOW.

WE EXIST BECAUSE WE KNOW HOW TO TALK TO THE POLICE

PEOPLE AND THE TAX DEPARTMENT. IT'S BUSINESS.”

- Henk de Vries, Dutch cannabis entrepreneur.



What's more, poor, racialized and otherwise already

fuckedover smokers and dealers are going to keep

right on getting fucked. Sure, there are a few

entrepreneurial rich and mostly white folks who are

looking to strike it rich by cashing in their grow op

skills to start a massive, legal licensed operation in a



factory. But that's not most people who are currently

involved in blackmarket weed. Most people who are

growing or selling are doing it because it's illegal –

because they can't handle or just don't want to work a

straight job, because they can't make enough money on

minimum wage, or because they already have a record

and can't find work. These people are not going to

become legal weed entrepreneurs. They're either going

to be left totally stranded, or they're going to get

involved in other black market enterprises, often things

that are way more shitty, violent and harmful than

selling a plant that gets you high and/or kills your pain.

An industry that used to be a way for broke people to

supplement their income, or unemployable people to

make a few dollars, will be transformed into yet

another cash grab for big pharma and a lucky few

capitalists. Think about the person or people who sold

you your bud over the years, and I'll wager most of you

know that this is true.



ANARCHISM



IS THE BELIEF THAT WE WOULD ALL BE BETTER



OFF WITH ANARCHY THAN WITH THE SYSTEM OF

GOVERNMENT AND CAPITALIST CONTROL THAT WE

CURRENTLY HAVE.



ANARCHY



IS LIVING WITHOUT RULERS OF



ANY KIND, BE THEY COPS OR POLITICIANS, BOSSES OR

CORPORATIONS.



IT' S



BEING IN CONTROL OF OUR OWN



LIVES, RATHER THAN BEING CONTROLLED BY THOSE WHO

SET THE FOOD PRICES, MAKE THE LAWS, GIVE US OUR

SHITTY PAYCHECKS OR WELFARE DEPOSITS AND PATROL THE

BORDERS.



FOR



IT' S



AUTONOMY.



IT' S



FREEDOM.



MORE INFO, CHECK OUT:



www.sproutdistro.com

itsgoingdown.org

theanarchistlibrary.org

www.tangledwilderness.org

https://mtlcounter-info.org/

https://thehamiltoninstitute.noblogs.org/



Open dispensaries that defy the law could maybe be

cool if they were local operations, supporting the

communities that they took cash from. In a few places,

this is what's happening. But the majority of

dispensaries are big capitalists with big money, opening

now in hopes that they'll be the ones to cash in on what

is already Canada's largest agricultural product when it

becomes legal and legitimate. There has always been

big money in weed, from importexport markets in the

1970s, to organized crime rackets, to huge farm

operations on the West Coast. But there has also

always been room for smalltimers. In part this is

because, unlike imported drugs, weed is fairly easy for

just anybody to grow. But it turns out it was also partly

because those who were big could not afford to flaunt

it, to advertise, to openly edge out their competition,

because smallscale operations had the advantage of

less police scrutiny. Now the biggest of these

capitalists, along with ambitious "activist"

entrepreneurs (aka capitalists), are making their bid to

control the market before it becomes legal, and
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